The Quantum Bio-Cybernetician
Dr. Philip Savage, PhD, is the world's only bio-cybernetician.


In the realm of emergency health crises of burns and shingles, Dr. Savage is called the
Bio-Matrix Hacker. When notified immediately of the injury or outbreak, Dr. Savage is
able to "hack" in to the Bio-Matrix, the psycho-continuum where all life is
interconnected, and upload a new "program", then download it directly to the specific
burn victim or shingles sufferer. The results of his unique "bio-cybernetic" processing
(known as his Subliminal Distant Influence, SDI, technology) are immediate: Pain (and
itching in the case of shingles) is gone within minutes and the burn marks (or symptoms
of shingles) are erased in hours. He has effectively changed, immediately, the normal
course of action. When Dr. Savage processes cells in a laboratory (burned, diseased or
otherwise), he is able to "change their mind" with results showing burned cells don't
burn and diseased cells become healthy, proving what many scientists have been saying
for many years, that cells have a mind of their own (are "conscious") and capable of
two-way bio-cybernetic communication.



In the realm of Morphogenic Composite-Ideogram Cybernetics (MCC) used for
reducing crime, enhancing business, shifting social or political or economic trends on a
large scale, Dr. Savage is able to use morphing programming and computer technology
to "process" thousands of specific types of people at the same time in the form of a
Composite-Ideogram. Scientists and computer technicians are capable of inputting and
digitizing morphogenic (body and DNA) data of a thousand people (criminals in Detroit,
for example) into a computer morphing program. They are also capable of creating a
unique "composite-ideogram" (like a hologram) that represents those one thousand
criminals. Dr. Savage is the only one in this world who can then "process" that
Composite-Ideogram and bring about the same results on those thousand criminals as
he would if he processed each one at a time. Those thousand people change
immediately from criminals to normal law-abiding people who could no longer commit a
criminal act. With Dr. Savage's Morphogenic Composite-Ideogram Cybernetics (MCC)
technology, cities and local governments can reduce crime in their area by 25% in the
first month. Equally stunning results using MCC computers and morphing software can
be attained in almost any social, political, environmental, economic scenario anywhere
in the world.



In the realm of Quantum Bio-Cybernetic Evolution, which is Dr. Savage's most
important IMAGO project, he is capable to bring about an immediate transformation to

higher consciousness and abilities of anyone who goes through his cybernetic
processing. As he describes the IMAGO project (in his exclusive video interview), he is
able to build pyramids within which is a sphere made from a special alloy and unique
bio-fluid, wherein he can "process" through thermal imagery anyone entering that
sphere so that when they emerge 30 minutes later, they are transformed into fullyfunctioning fully-human beings (quantum leap in evolution) which we as humans are not
yet. Dr. Savage says this "leap" is long overdue and in fact the human race has instead
been de-evolving, hence the fatal trajectory humanity is currently following... destroying
life to the point of actually capable of killing the planet. The IMAGO project is clearly the
most valuable endeavor human beings can accomplish right now. And must succeed if
we are to survive as a future (super)human race of IMAGOS, able to function at all levels
(micro and macro) and transport themselves to all dimensions (micro and macro) as Dr.
Savage, a "trans-dimensional being" can himself do now. In fact, he says IMAGO human
beings will be capable of doing much more than he can do given their privileged status
as the only entities with "free will". Dr. Savage says, "Come to my machine and get
transformed." Said almost casually, these are the most compelling and momentous few
words anyone has even said to the human race.
Clearly, there is no one else on this planet publicly available to accomplish Quantum BioCybernetic processing.
Dr. Savage is willing to write the new program and set up the first IMAGO prototype to help
humanity survive as fully evolved human beings, Super-Human IMAGOS, able to live on planet
Earth during and after the inevitable environmental catastrophes we are now facing.
Dr. Savage is also willing to talk to quantum scientists who want to know where this
"simulation" within which we all exist came from, who "programmed" it, and most importantly,
how to get out of it. In fact, he has been waiting for them to figure out for themselves the socalled "Simulation Theory" and be ready to use their knowledge and resources to help save the
earth and ensure a future for humanity in its fully-evolved form, which Dr. Savage calls
IMAGOS. As an interesting note, these scientists (and anyone else) can rest assured that there is
absolutely no way possible or permitted for any human being to travel to, live on (or die on!)
Mars or any other planet. That fact is just one of many parts of the "program," there is only one
way out, which he can prove to any qualified scientist.
LINKS:
IMAGO Video clip (from Exclusive Interview of Dr. Philip Savage)
The IMAGO project (synopsis)

Ark of IMAGO (original article, 2004)

